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 “We make a living by what we get but we make a life by what we give.”   

Are you really prepared for 2016? 

 

There will be a great deal of Oxen who will be relieved to see the year of the Monkey begin on 
the 8th February 2016 although I know that there have been a lot of Oxen who have enjoyed a 
successful year of the Goat as I have kept in regular contact with some of my clients who 
have updated me on their progress of the year; although the Oxen was predicted trouble over 
the year, the Annual Advice that we gave and placing their Annual Cures and Enhancer 
Kit helped them to avoid a lot of problems that were indicated. The conflict animal for 2016, 
year of the Yang Fire Monkey is the Tiger and they will have aspects of their life that are 
going to require care although there will also be some fortunate areas. By following the 
advice for the Chinese Animals for 2016, all of the Chinese Animals can make the most of the 
year of the Yang Fire Monkey along with the fine tuning of our powerful Feng Shui Software 
to get as good a result as possible. As we come into the year of the Monkey, we will need 
some special cures and enhancers in 2016 to make the most of the year. 

Chinese astrology and western astrology are two very different things. Chinese astrology is 
used to inform people of what they could place and how they can make certain changes to 
their lifestyle and also how to apply cures and enhancers to avoid any problems that could 
potentially arise in their life; Chinese astrology is also about having the information in 
advance so that they can prepare themselves for the eventualities of the year ahead; 
prevention is usually the best Cure. The information on this site for 2015 will help you to be 
prepared and make informed decisions throughout the year ahead for certain aspects that 
may affect your well-being and endeavours. It is important that you know when and how to 
avoid bad influences during 2016. 

If you follow the advice for your Chinese Animal for the year of the Monkey and approach the 
year ahead with a positive attitude with a desire to achieve goals and dreams, you will be able 
to avoid a lot of problems that could be coming your way in 2016. You can also avoid a lot of 
problems by reading our advice for the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) and For example: 
if your Chinese Animal is a Tiger and read on our synopsis for the year or somewhere else 
that the year ahead is going to be challenging for you, you can avoid many problems by 
thinking positive and researching your Flying Star chart and looking for the source of the 
problem in your home and make the most of the good areas of your home and office and 
suppress the negative influences of the bad areas. 

Being able to avoid and suppress negative Flying Stars can help you modify your years luck 
in a good way. There is going to be many websites and other practitioners who will predict all 
sorts of problems and calamities for a certain animal in any year. What you need to bear in 
mind is that even though there may be problems arising, there is usually always a solution to 
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a problem which we have written in to each synopsis for 2016 for you.  Please take this with a 
pinch of salt and enjoy a great 2016. 

I would advise preparing your annual cures and enhancers as soon as possible as it really Is 
crucial to get this right although please do not place your Cures for 2016 before the 4th 
February 2016 as this is the beginning date for when the Annual Flying Stars change for the 
year ahead. This will set the foundations for a trouble free year; make sure that you check 
back at the beginning of every month on here for our monthly updates to be even more 
prepared for the year ahead. If you want to be fully prepared, you could use 
our professional Flying Star Feng Shui Software or 2016 Tong Shu Almanac 
Software which will give you total control on an annual and monthly basis. This year we 
have combined the software with our annual cures kit to give you even better value and 
savings. 

Those born in the year of the Tiger may be affected by the conflicting influences of the year of 
the Yang Fire Monkey Bing Shen. In saying this, we hope that those born in the year of the 
Tiger are aware of potential difficulties they may encounter during the year and take extra 
care in whatever they do without taking undue risks. The degree of influence varies from one 
person to another. One of the major considerations is the heavenly stem of the year in which 
one was born, more on this later. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/chineseanimalcalculator.htm 

To find your animal sign, open the link above and locate your date of birth. If you are unsure 
of your Chinese Animal maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates it 
automatically along with personal Gua, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much 
more. 

Some examples: 

 Born 3rd February 1958 = Rooster 
 Born 5th February 1958 = Dog 
 Born 3rd February 1987 = Tiger 
 Born 5th February 1987 = Rabbit 

2016 is the 4714th year of the Chinese calendar. 

In China, the solar calendar of the Bing Shen (Yang Fire Monkey) year starts on 4th February 
2016 at 17:46 China time. In the UK, the new solar year starts on 4th February 2016 
at 09:46. In Washington USA it will start 4th February 2016 at 04:46 and if you live in 
Barcelona you would place your cures at 10:46. Every year we put together a page on Chinese 
New Year world times 2016 that will help you confirm the times and dates for the Chinese 
New Year’s Solar and lunar. This is not the Chinese New Year 2016 you would celebrate; 
please check this website for further details. 

 “The true measure of a person is how they treat someone who can do them absolutely no 
good.” 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rat 
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In the closing months of the year of the Goat, the Rat should find that there is a lot going on 

around them and they will be involved with everything going on which can take up a lot of 

their time if they wish to stay social during the end of the year. The Rat will need to keep a 

close eye on their calendar or they could soon find themselves double booked on many 

occasions. 

The Rats work life may also be a busy time towards the end of the year with deadlines to 

meet and interruptions from normal work life with the festive season can cause the Rat to 

tire out easily if they become distracted. Now is not the time for distractions or time wasting 

and the Rat will need to remain alert and keep to deadlines in the last few months of the year 

of the Goat. 

The end of the year could be an expensive time for the Rat with the festive period and New 

Year and they will need to keep watch of their spending and plan out their finances for big 

purchases. The Rats social life may assume a lot of their finances this year as there will be a 

lot going on in their life and some events may be quite costly which reinforces the Rats need 

to manage their finances. Although the Rat may be swarmed with invites to go out, they 

should still take time out to spend time with friends and family at home; some of their best 

memories, can be the ones where they are sat in the garden with friends. The Rats friends 

can offer great support and help make some big decisions over the next twelve months so be 

sure to make time for friends and family. 

The year of the Goat should have been a busy year for the Rat and it will have come with both 

its highs and lows and it would be wise to focus on the highs and build on them and dismiss 

the lows and learn from them. 

The year of the Monkey can be a promising and rewarding year for the Rat and can bring lots 

of new opportunities in to the Rats life in 2016. The Rat should find new chances coming 

their way throughout the year of the Monkey and can look forwards to recognition and 

success this year. 

The year of the Monkey begins on the 8th February and they should find good things entering 

their life very soon in to the beginning of the year; this may come in the form of the Rat 

getting something they have been after for a long time, receiving recognition for something 

they have done or a new attitude and inspiration to start something new. Things are looking 

very encouraging for the Rat in the year of the Monkey and they should follow true Rat 

tradition by making the most of any opportunity given to them as they will need to respond 

quickly or the opportunity may soon pass as is common in Monkey years. 

The Rats work life should see a great deal of change in the year of the Monkey and by 

accepting this at an early stage, they can see a lot of positive things come their way and will 

be involved with a lot of what goes on in the workplace this year. When new openings in their 

work place come up, the Rat should show enthusiasm to a new role as this can help take their 

career further. Rats who feel dormant in their current position in their work place could see 

new opportunities to train in different fields this year. 

Rats looking for a whole new path in their work life have some encouraging prospects to look 

forward to in the year of the Monkey. In order for the Rat to make the most of the year of the 

Monkey, they will need to broaden their horizons in areas that they are willing to work in 

which can offer new levels to train and expand their skill levels. Travel opportunities are 



looking promising for the Rat this year in the workplace if they are in a field where long 

distance meetings are required or could also see relocation opportunities in the year of the 

Monkey.  

If offered training initiatives, it would be wise for the Rat to take the opportunity to expand 

their skills as Monkey years favour self-development. All Rats should take time this year to 

learn new skills and hobbies as Monkey years can be very rewarding for those dedicated to 

develop new skills.  

The Rat will be kept very busy with many different activities this year although they should 

prioritise time to themselves to their personal hobbies and recreational pursuits; time out to 

unwind and recharge their batteries can greatly benefit the Rat through the year. The Rat can 

gain some valuable enjoyment and wisdom through taking time out to travel this year and is 

particularly favoured in Monkey years; trips and holidays can be a lot more enjoyable when 

the Rat researches the area they are visiting. Summer time is a great time for the Rat to take 

a short trip or long holiday.  

Finances are looking promising for the Rat this year and any advancement in work can bring 

new money in to the home. Monkey years favour care and planning and it would be wise for 

the Rat to look after their money this year and plan any big purchases around their busy 

social calendar to make sure that they do not fall short. Saving money early on in the year 

can offer some good purchases and experiences later on.  

The Rats love life is looking promising, especially for the unattached Rat as they should be 

immersed in social activities throughout the year and by remaining social, they will have lots 

of opportunities to meet new people and some strong bonds can be formed through this; 

social gatherings will also allow the Rat to meet new friends. Rats in a relationship that is 

still in the early stages can find their relationship becoming more significant with milestones 

being set such as moving in together and even marriage. Monkey years favour relationships 

and things can go very well this year. 

The Rats home life will also be very busy and will see a lot of joyous events with family 

members and changes if they wish to make improvements. The Rat will need to consult with 

others on changes to the home and will need to make sure that everyone in their home is on 

board with their ideas.  

Overall, the year of the Monkey is looking very good for the Rat and they will have a lot of 

encouraging prospects to look forward to throughout 2016.  The Rats home and social life 

will keep them very busy and they will need to remember to take time out for them to relax 

and unwind. Sitting on ideas and plans can bring problems to the Rat this year so they will 

need to be sure to get their plans in to motion as soon as possible. Have an amazing year of 

the Monkey. 

As a Rat you are in affinity with the Ox. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of an Ox or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Ox 
with you at all times throughout the year in 2016. 

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the North (352.5º - 7.5º) of the home or office. For 
full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with 
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection 
software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Rat in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Ox 

The year of the Monkey is looking to be an interesting year for the Ox and although they may 

be slightly cautious about the speed at which certain things take shape, they should still be 

able to adapt and accomplish some great things and find some good opportunities come their 

way this year.  

The Ox will be keen to work on their knowledge and skills which will be greatly helped as 

2016 is a Monkey Year which is famous for encouraging creativity and self-development. 

Whether in their work or personal life, training programmes and schemes can be a huge 

benefit to the Ox this year and they would be wise to make the most of this as what they 

accomplish this year can be of great use to them in the next few years ahead.  

Work life is looking good for the Ox this year although they may be some problems from time 

to time in the work place. There will be a lot happening this year which may not always be to 

the Oxen’s liking although if they make the most the most of opportunities that come their 

way, they can get ahead in their work place and use their skills to their advantage.  

Those looking to change career and those looking for work in general may find a similar 

situation where things take place quickly and the Ox will need to act fast and stay alert for 

openings that are of interest to them if they are to secure a good job. The earlier the Ox 

applies for a job, the better their chances are of gaining employment this year. The Ox will 

need to make sure that they are completely prepared for interviews and doing a bit of 

research on the company can go a long way.  

Training schemes can be very beneficial to the Ox this year and I would encourage any 

animal to follow this advice. If offered the chance to train or learn a new skill, the Ox should 

quickly take this up and commit to giving the training 100% as what they learn this year will 

be very beneficial to all animals in the future.  

Finances are looking very promising for the Ox this year and much of this will be from their 

progress at work and there will be many Oxen who wish to make some plans with their 

money which may include new gadgets, trips etc. The Ox is a careful planner and will use 

these skills to make some good purchases this year. Putting some money aside for the future 

can be beneficial to the Ox this year. 

The Ox is hardworking and thorough in nature and this year, they will need to remember to 

take some time out to recharge their batteries and unwind by taking time enjoying their 

hobbies and interests. The year of the Monkey encourages challenges and trying new things 

and the Ox should immerse themselves in hobbies and challenges this year whenever 

possible.  By involving friends and loved ones in the hobbies, they can bond with each other 

in a likeminded activity.  

The Ox can be quite particular with people until they know someone better although in 

Monkey years, thing happen quickly and they can have some fantastic times with new people 

in new situations this year.  
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Relationships of the heart can look forward to relationships with their partner strengthening 

this year which will be suited to the Oxen’s pace as they like to take their time and a steady 

solidification in their relationship will go well with the Ox.  

Home life will require some care as this is a fast paced year and certain problems may arise 

that require swift action. If the Ox is able to act quickly on this, they can resolve these 

problems quickly.  A direct approach to the problem at hand can be the best way to resolve 

problems although the Ox will have to be mindful of the feelings of others.  Throughout the 

year, plans may take place out of chance which can often bring good results. 

Although the Ox may sometimes be worried about the pace of the year, they can still look 

forward to exciting times ahead and will enjoy the support of family and friends. Have a 

fantastic year of the Monkey. 

As an Ox you are in affinity with the Rat. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Rat or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rat 
with you at all times throughout the year. 

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (22.5º - 37.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Ox in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 
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slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Ox in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 
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This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
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Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Tiger 

The year of the Yang Fire Monkey begins on the 8th February 2016 and will be a year that will 

require care and planning on the Tigers part throughout 2016. In order for the Tiger to make 

the most of this year, they will need to take it as it comes and it should make things a lot 

more smooth sailing. 

The Tigers work life can see some progress this year and those who are well established in 

their career can see progress being made and new responsibilities if they are able to taking a 

hands on approach when being given the chance; networking will also go in the Tigers favour 

this year. Progress may not be easy for the Tiger to advance this year and may not be what 

the Tiger expects although if they use their resources, they may be able to make headway in 

their career in the later part of the year.  

Relations with other are going to require some care and careful approach this year. The 

Tigers colleagues will need a careful approach when problems arise and they will need to 

liaise well with staff in order to avoid upset. If the Tiger goes at projects on their own too 

much and leaves others out of the loop, there is risk that they will not receive support when 

they need it. If any disagreements occur in the work place this year, the Tiger will need to 

calm the situation quickly and not let this take up too much of their time.  

There may be a lot of Tigers looking for a fresh start in their career this year and those 

looking for work in general should prepare themselves for rejection this year before they see 

results as the job seeking process will be tough although they should find themselves in a 

good position in a good company if they are determined and remain active in their search. 
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When the Tiger finds employment, they should take on a very committed approach and show 

determination to their new employer.  

The Tiger enjoys being kept busy and in the year of the Monkey, there will be a lot to do so. 

The Tiger will get a lot of joy from local events this year and should look in to joining a local 

group or sports team as well as pursuing any solitary activities or hobbies. If the Tiger has 

been recently looking in to a new hobby or activity, the year of the Monkey is a great time to 

begin this as they can develop skills very quickly.  

Travel opportunities are looking very good for the Tiger and they could benefit from a last 

minute deal with a chance to go somewhere that they have wanted to go for a long time. 

Finances are looking steady for the Tiger this year if they take care of their finances and 

apply some care and research when making big purchases. Purchases for the Tigers house 

can go well this year and there will be a lot of Tigers looking to purchase some new 

technology and equipment for their home; Tigers have a good eye for style and this can help 

them over the year to make some useful purchases. 

The Tiger is going to have to stay on top of paperwork this year and make sure that they 

meticulously read through everything before signing papers and make sure that everything is 

handed in on time. This can seem boring to the Tiger although by spending the time 

checking paperwork over could save a lot of time where mistakes could be made and 

paperwork could be handed in late potentially causing fines and consequences.  

The Tigers home life can go at a fast pace this year and will see a great deal of activity over 

the year of the Monkey and certain events may come and go quickly although the Tiger will 

have a lot of family events and celebrations to look forward to. The Tiger can bring some very 

good ideas to their home this year and they can bring a lot of exciting developments to their 

home. The Tiger is going to have to practise good communication skills with family members 

this year and should make a priority of spending quality time together or disagreements and 

distance could take place.  

The Tiger has a lot of friends and they may find that as the year goes on, they could become 

distant with certain people and will need to either make time to see their friends or evaluate 

which people take priority; the Tiger may find themselves filtering out some distant friends 

this year although this will also help them discover their true friends in the long run.  The 

Tiger may find that they enter disagreements with friends this year although they should try 

to diffuse the situation if they think it is justified.  Although the tiger may have some 

problems with certain friends this year, they can also be given the chance to meet new 

people.  

Overall, the year of the Monkey may come with its problems for the Tiger although there is 

still a lot to look forward and achieve. The Tiger may have problems this year, but this is 

nothing that they can’t resolve. Have a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Pig/Boar. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Pig or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Pig with 
you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (52.5º – 67.5º) of the home or office. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Tiger in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Tiger in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rabbit 

The year of the Monkey is looking to be a steady year for the Rabbit and there will be both 

high and low points in the year ahead. One good point to the year is that the Rabbit has very 

good rapport with others and this will serve them well this year. The Rabbit may be faced 

with problems and difficult situations this year and their attitude with others can help them 

gain a lot of advice and clarity when trying to solve their problems. 

The Rabbits work life can see some challenges this year as new staff come in to the office and 

the Rabbit may feel that this change is bringing disruption to the work place. The Rabbit will 

need to adapt at an early part of the year to new roles and tasks as these may be here to stay; 

if the Rabbit is able to adapt to this, they can use this to their advantage by showing initiative 

and desire to better themselves in the eyes of their peers.  

Those looking to change employment and those looking for work in general should find that 

their hard work will really pay off this year. The Rabbit will need to work hard to find a good 

position but by showing a positive attitude and remaining active in their job search, the 

Rabbit could find themselves gaining employment in a lucrative position.  

The Rabbit is going to have to take a bit of care with their finances this year even though they 

are usually very good with financial matters, they could find themselves misreading contracts 

and paperwork this year which could lead to mistakes being made. Paperwork must be 

checked over before signing anything this year and agreements should be made clear if there 

is any confusion; professional advice can go a long way for the Rabbit in this matter. The 

Rabbit will need to be organised with invoices and bills or they may find late fees coming 

their way if deadlines are not met.  

The Rabbit should dedicate time to their own personal hobbies and interests this year as 

Monkey years really favour this. If there is something that the Rabbit has wanted to learn or 

try their hand at and has put this off in the past, the year of the Monkey is definitely the time 

to have a go.  

The Rabbits home life can see a lot of change this year and problems could arise as this can 

cause a lot of disruption to the overall flow of things around the home. The Rabbit should try 

to set goals to reach with others in the home this year on any changes and improvements 

they wish to make throughout the year of the Rabbit as the more that a household works 

together as a team this year, the greater their chances of accomplishing their goals and 

keeping a strong bond.  

The Rabbits social life will see a lot of activity this year although there are problems 

forecasted for the year ahead for the Rabbit. Friends of the Rabbit may have a difference of 

opinion over the year and the Rabbit would be wise to avoid confrontation when they are 

angry as this could soon turn in to an argument.  

The Rabbit may find that either they or someone close to them suffers from an illness this 

year and they should do their research if such an event occurs in ways to alleviate this. 

Professional help should be sought for any problems with health and fitness this year as this 
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is not a time to soldier on and hope for the best where health is concerned. The Rabbit 

should start the year of the Monkey looking in to ways that they can better their diet as this 

can help avoid a lot of minor bugs throughout the year. Staying healthy and getting regular 

exercise is recommended for the Rabbit this year and if they can involve their family, this 

would be a great way to enjoy time together.  

The Rabbits love life is looking very promising this year and those in a relationship, 

especially new ones, can see a lot of progression as the year goes on and some may even see 

engagement proposals this year. Single Rabbits and those who have recently experienced 

heartbreak can look forward to meeting a new partner this year and this may come 

completely through a chance introduction from a friend. 

Overall, there will be certain aspects of the Rabbits life that will require care although there 

is still a lot of progress to be made this year and they will have a lot to look forward to. Have 

a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Dog. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant of 
a Dog or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Dog with you at all 
times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the East (82.5º – 97.5º) of the home or office. For 
more information on the Flying Stars click here. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rabbit in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
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(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rabbit in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
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2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 
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If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Dragon 

The Dragon may start the year of the Monkey with many plans on how to get this year as 

successful as they can make it and they will be able to accomplish a lot this year with many 

good aspects of their life but they will need to realise that Monkey years can bring sudden 

changes in plans which could lead to mistakes. 

The Dragons work life should have a lot of exciting developments this year as Monkey years 

favour innovativeness and this year, there will be new schemes and initiatives introduced in 

to the work place which the Dragon will be keen to be a part of. This is an exciting year for 

the Dragons career and they can achieve a lot if they involve themselves with new projects. 

Many Dragons can find themselves being promoted to a higher role this year. 

There will be some Dragons who feel that their skills can be put to better use in another 

company this year and also some who are looking for work in general can have some exciting 

opportunities to gain employment in a good position this year.  The Dragon should look in to 

different fields where their skills can be put to use and this will open up a lot of new positions 

for them to consider. The Dragon may find that they need to retrain in certain areas when 

they gain employment but this will help bring them up to date with new skills. The Dragon 

may find employment that they have been looking for this year and this may have been 
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coming for a long time which makes their career prospects very exciting in the year of the 

Monkey.  

The Dragon is going to have to take care with their activities this year at work as they could 

encounter problems if they rush in to something without taking the time to prepare for it. 

Careful planning and risk assessment can be a big help to the Dragon in their work life this 

year, especially when looking for new employment.  

This is looking to be a very busy year for the Dragon which can takes its toll on their finances 

throughout the year. The Dragon is going to have to take care in the year of the Monkey 

where finances are concerned and keep a watch on their monthly outgoings or they could 

soon find themselves running low on funds and having to miss events out. Careful planning 

and a good budget will be necessary this year in order to manage their finances well. When 

signing contracts and entering agreements, the Dragon will need to read over the fine print 

and make sure that they understand what they are signing up to before committing to 

something.  

During the year of the Monkey there will be a lot of new things that look exciting to the 

Dragon and they should look in to trying their hand at new hobbies which they can learn a 

lot about as this year, new skills and hobbies are favoured. The Dragon will have a lot of 

opportunities to get out and about and learn new skills and talents. Travel is an area that the 

Dragon should consider this year, especially if there is somewhere they have long wished to 

visit. 

The Dragon should be surrounded by other people frequently this year with so much going 

on and they will need to consider others thoughts as conflicts and disagreements could take 

place if they are not careful. The Dragon can get some good, useful advice from those close to 

them this year and should remain open to criticism and opinions.  

Single Dragons could find that the year of the Monkey turns out to be a significant year for 

them although this will depend on what type of Dragon they are.  

The Dragons home life will see a lot take place over the year and they will need to work well 

with others and practice good communication skills in order to accomplish projects and 

plans. The Dragon risks losing interest after starting a project in their home this year and 

should try to stick to timescales. 

Overall, the Dragon should have a happy and rewarding year with a lot to do and a lot to see. 

Have a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Rooster. For enhancement keep a key chain pendant of a 
Rooster or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rooster with 
you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (112.5º – 127.5º) of the home or office. 
Although the southeast is your astrological zone. For full information on the 2016 Flying 
Stars click here. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
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software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Dragon in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Dragon in 2016: 
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Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Snake 

The year of the Monkey starts on the 8TH February and can be a reasonable year for the 

Snake. There will be aspects of the Snakes life that they will be able to do well in although 

this is a year for care and attention and if the Snake is not careful, they could create problems 

for themselves. In order to do well this year, the Snake will have to apply care to certain areas 

of their life which I have explained below. 

The Snakes Work life can see a lot of changes this year and the majority of Snakes will see 

this as a threat to the way that they do things although they will soon realise that change can 

bring some fantastic opportunities this year. The Snakes work place could see positions 

becoming available this year with people leaving the company and senior members retiring 

and the Snake could be well suited to fill the position and take on a greater role in the 

company. Any Snakes who have an interest in an open position should act fast to express 

their interest as this is not a year to waste time. New roles will see challenges for the Snake 

although the rewards will soon come for them. Self-development can do the Snake a lot of 

good this year and can lead to recognition from their peers when they take the incentive to 

further their existing skills or learn new ones. 

Most Snakes will be more than content in their current work place although those who feel 

that the year of the Monkey is time for a fresh start and also those looking for work in 

general can find employment in a good company. The Snake should remain consistent with 

their job search and research other areas where they can use their skills and qualifications as 

this will greatly improve their chances of securing a good position during the year of the 

Monkey. The Snake could suffer a few knock backs this year and should remember to keep a 

positive attitude and keep trying as they could gain employment after a few knock backs.  

The Snakes finances are looking promising during the year of the Monkey with their career 

looking promising which can lead to a higher salary. Some Snakes will find ways to bring 

additional income in to their life possibly through a hobby or idea. If the Snake is able to 

budget their money wisely this year, they could accumulate a nice sum at the end of the year.  

The Snakes personal interests and hobbies can bring a lot of joy and relaxation in to their life 

this year. The Snake is usually interested in various different activities and hobbies and this 

year, they should try their hand at different activities to see how they can develop. When the 

Snake is involved in dangerous activities and hobbies, they should practise good safety skills 

as there is risk of minor injury with physical activities this year when care is not taken.  

Snakes usually have small, close friendship groups and this year, they will enjoy the 

relationship they have with their friends and can receive good support on their ventures. The 

Snake will need to keep a look out for a disagreement looming or they could risk losing a 

close friend; clear communication and a forgiving attitude can help avoid this during the year 

of the Monkey. Single Snakes could meet a potential partner from a chance meeting this year 

and should take a more relaxed approach around new company. 
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The Snakes home life will be a busy time and they should find that there is always something 

going on in and around the home this year. The Snake will again need to practise good 

communicational skill with members of their home as well as friends in order to keep 

disagreements at bay this year. Any problems that the Snake has should be discussed with 

family members. The Snakes can see a lot of celebrations and achievements in their home 

this year and family members will delight in sharing their achievements with the Snake. 

Shared activities can help the Snakes family strengthen their bond this year and this is 

especially the case where travel is concerned and a family trip should be considered if time 

and finances allow so. When performing upgrades and renovation in the home, the Snake 

should stick to one task at a time and avoid taking on too many project at one time as the 

results could be less than they had hoped. 

Overall, there are a few areas that require care and attention this year in the Snakes life 

although if they are able to take control and apply care, they can achieve a lot. Have a 

fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Monkey. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Monkey or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a 
Monkey with you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (142.5º – 157.5º) of the home or office. 
For full details on the 2016 Flying Stars click here. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Snake in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
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Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Snake in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
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For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 
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If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Horse 

The year of the Monkey begins on the 8th February and is looking to be one where the Horse 

can use their own skills and talents to their advantage although this is depending on the 

Horses ability to remain disciplined and also avoid focusing on too many things at once; 

plans can change suddenly in Monkey years and the Horse likes to take on a lot at once 

which could work against them in 2016. 

The Horses career will be a busy aspect of their life this year and may seem demanding at 

times as there will be many Horses looking to climb the career ladder this year which is 

possible but will require some hard work on their side. Monkey years can offer self-

development opportunities and the Horse should look to develop their skills and give 100% 

to their duties this year as this will enable them to prove themselves to others and show their 

worth in the work place.  

This year should see a lot of senior staff retiring and the Horse would be wise to show an 

interest for any position opening that is of interest to them before outside sources are aware 

of the position. There is possibility of the Horse being offered the chance to relocate to 

another location with their employer this year; if this is the case, the Horse should consult 

family and professionals before committing to such a big step. 
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The Horse can look forward to a good rapport with co-workers this year. Those who are 

relatively new to their place of work will be able to quickly establish relationships with others 

when they are outgoing and show an interest in what is going on. The year of the Monkey is a 

great year for the Horse to meet new people, especially in the work place which will lead to 

good connections in the future.  

Those who feel that their talents will be better suited elsewhere and those looking for work in 

general should aim to apply to newly available positions as showing initiative can go a long 

way for them in the year of the Monkey; this will require the Horse searching for openings 

daily. The Horse should look in to ways that they can use their skills in other positions and 

also consider retraining as this is favoured in 2016.  

The Horses finances are looking promising for the year with the possibility of additional 

income entering their life although the Horse is going to have to apply care to their spending 

or they could soon find any additional income being used on unnecessary purchases that are 

of no use to them. The Horse should plan big purchases rather than impulse buying and 

should also be sure to read over terms and conditions and fine print whenever necessary or 

they could find themselves entering an agreement with unfair consequences; whenever in 

doubt have a friend or family member read it over or seek professional advice.  

Personal interests and hobbies can play a big part in the Horses life during the year of the 

Monkey and this is especially the case where recreational pursuits are concerned. There may 

be something that takes the Horses interest this year and if so, they should pursue new 

activities and hobbies as this can reward them well. Any Horses who are dormant for the 

majority of the day such as those who work in an office should look to take regular exercise 

this year to stay in good health. 

Single Horses and those who have recently fallen in love can see a lot of hope and excitement 

where affairs of the heart are concerned this year making this an exciting time. Horses that 

have ended a relationship recently and have felt down about this should see a change 

towards the beginning of the year and will hopefully take on a much more positive outlook 

on the situation.  

The Horses home life will see a lot happen this year and there will be a lot of Horses taking 

on big projects around the home such as renovations or redesigning which could see some 

plans requiring change and extra effort although the results can outweigh the work required. 

Horses who decide to move to somewhere new can do well in finding a new home although 

they should seek professional advice on legal matters. The Horses family can enjoy a good 

relationship this year if they all communicate well on problems and plans.  

Overall this is looking to be a rewarding year for the Horse and one where they can enjoy a 

great relationship with others and succeed in what they try their hand at. Have a fantastic 

year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Sheep/Goat. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Sheep/Goat or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a 
Monkey with you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the South (172.5º – 187.5º) of the home or office. For 
full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Horse in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Horse in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Goat/Sheep 

2016 is the year of the Monkey which starts on the 8th February and can be a good year for 

the Goat with a lot to do and see although the Goat will need to take care in certain aspects of 

their life this year as to get ahead of themselves and take risks could cause problems.  

The Goats work life is looking to be an exciting area of their life during the year of the 

Monkey and they should see a lot of changes take place in their company as the year goes on 

including new positions opening up form senior members leaving the company. Any Goats 

who feel their current role in the company has become stale should consider showing 

interest in a new area as a new task or training for a new role can go very fluently for them 

this year and can lead to big advances in later years.  Most Goats will be able to set the gears 

in motion early on in the year for advancements if they are motivated to succeed and most 

will stay with their current employer. 

Those looking to change career and those looking for work in general should consider the 

possibility of retraining and learning new skills to give them a better chance of employment. 

The Goat should look in to other ways that their skills can be put to good use as this will open 

a lot more options up to them and they could find the type of job they can spend their career 

working in.  

The Goat is going to have to manage their finances well this year as there will be a lot of 

demands on their money in 2016. The year of the Monkey is looking to be a busy time for the 

Goat and they will have a lot of outgoings with home improvements, social events, hobbies 

and more. Any Goats who sign up to lease agreements or contracts will need to double check 

contracts and paperwork before putting the pen to the paper and finalising anything as a lack 

of attention could cause financial problems down the line. Where the Goats finances are 

concerned, this is a year for care and attention to avoid problems. 

The Goats relations with others will require care and attention this year and will require clear 

communication with other or they could find themselves entering disagreements with others. 

The Goat is going to have to be open to others feelings regularly throughout the year of the 

Monkey and offer help and advice accordingly. If offered advice, they should make time to 

hear what others have to say as this could work well in their favour this year.  

Another area of the Goats life that should be considered during the year of the Monkey is 

their lifestyle. The Goat is going to have a lot of demands on their time this year and will 

need to manage their time well to make sure that they do not miss out on their own personal 

interests as this year really favours learning new skills and personal enjoyment. The Goat 

should give some consideration in to their personal wellbeing this year and try to take on a 

healthier lifestyle, especially if they have an interest in sports as this can bring some very 

pleasing aspects to their life this year.  

The Goats home life will also require good communication this year with family members as 

there is likely to be a fair few changes around the home this year which will include how the 

operation of the house is done which will require everyone in the household to be on the 
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same page if it is to go effortlessly. When taking on projects around the home, the Goat 

should be open minded to the fact that plans can suddenly change in Monkey years and 

other options can become available at the last moment so please be sure to take on each 

project one at a time or this could lead to money and time wasted. 

The Goats social life can have some stimulating aspects to it this year and any Goats who 

enjoy joint activities can gain a lot from the influence of the year of the Monkey as joint 

ventures are favoured in 2016. There will be a lot of good times to share with others this year 

although the Goat does need to remember to be mindful of others feelings.  

Overall, there will be areas that require care in the Goats life but there will also be areas that 

will flow very well and can bring a lot of joy in to their life. Have a fantastic year of the 

Monkey.  

You are in affinity with the Horse. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant 
of a Horse or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Horse with 
you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (202.5º – 217.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Goat/Sheep in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 
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slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Goat/Sheep in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 
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This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
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Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Monkey 

The Monkeys own year begins on the 8th February 2016 and has the ability to a fantastic year 

for the Monkey. This year is looking especially promising for any Monkeys who have been 

feeling dissatisfied with the progress they have been making in recent years as things can 

soon turn around for them. In order to make this year as prosperous as it can be, the Monkey 

should begin the year considering all of their aspirations and visualise what they wish to 

achieve this year. Once the Monkey has goals to reach, things can soon come together.  

The Monkey can receive a great deal of support from others and should be open to the 

criticism and advice of others as this can work in their favour. The Monkey is going to need 

to practise good communicational skills with others this year as to go at something alone 

could cause the Monkey to feel isolated from others and will not turn out to be productive.  

The Monkeys work life this year can see a lot of opportunities and there will be many 

Monkeys who have been long overdue a promotion which will come for some this year. Some 

Monkeys may be given the offer to move to another branch this year and if they feel this is of 

interest to them, they should consider it as a new location could help them advance quickly 

in the work place. There may be many opportunities for the Monkey to develop their skills 

and advance in their career this year if they are motivated. 

Those who feel that this is a year for change in the workplace and feel their talents would be 

put to better use else and also those who are looking for work in general should be able to 

secure a good job this year. The Monkey will need to consider alternative areas that they can 

put their skills to use as this will greatly increase their chances; the end result should see the 
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Monkey in a position they are happy with or can advance from quickly. There will also be 

some Monkeys who decide to start their own business this year and they would be wise to 

take professional advice as this should help things happen a lot quicker. The Monkey will 

also have to take care and spend time reading over paperwork and contracts before signing 

anything. 

The progress that the Monkey makes at work can help financially and there will be some who 

find a way to put their personal skills to use and bring additional income in. With additional 

income, it may be tempting for the Monkey to make some new purchases this year that they 

have been putting off for a while now and with research, they can accumulate some good 

purchases at a good price. This is a good year for the Monkey to set some money aside for the 

future as this will help in future years and the years influence can help them get the ball 

rolling. 

Personal interests and hobbies that the Monkey enjoys can develop at a satisfying rate this 

year and they should try to dedicate some free time to this when possible. The Monkey 

should consider taking up an exercise programme alongside a healthier diet if they do not 

already do so as this will prove to be a good investment for their future. Travel is also looking 

promising for the Monkey this year and any Monkeys who have been looking to take a trip 

somewhere in particular should try to achieve this if possible. Early planning can help the 

Monkey achieve a lot.  

The Monkeys social life is looking to be an area of considerable activity this year with great 

demand for their time from others. The Monkey may have a close friend approach them for 

advice and will be able to offer their wisdom with good help due to their understanding 

nature. The Monkey should also seek help and advice from others when unsure of something 

as this will help solve a lot of problems this year.  

Single Monkeys should be able to find a partner this year if they are seeking a partner; they 

could find that this takes place in the most unexpected place. Any Monkeys who have 

recently suffered heartbreak have a strong chance of turning their sorrow around and finding 

someone significant this year.  

The Monkeys home life will also see a great deal of activity this year with many Monkeys 

looking to achieve some ambitious plans around the household although they will need to 

practise good communicational skills with others in the household to make sure everyone is 

happy to go ahead with their plans. The Monkey can suggest some good activities for their 

family this year and will delight in the times they spend with family members.  

Overall, the Monkey can do very well in their own year and will have a lot to look forward to. 

Have a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Snake. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant 
of a Snake or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Snake with 
you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (232.5º – 247.5º) of the home or 
office. Please read the 2016 Annual Flying Star Advice for more information. 
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If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Monkey in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 
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To enhance romance for the Monkey in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 
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Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
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control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rooster 

The year of the Fire Monkey begins on the 8th February 2016 and can be a demanding one for 

the Rooster where there will be certain areas that require care; there will also be certain 

areas that leave the Rooster uncomfortable as they develop and in order to make the most 

out of this year, they will need to focus on setting foundations for their own year next year.  

The Rooster likes to plan ahead and be in the know of what is going on around them which 

could leave them unhappy as there will be changes this year. The Rooster should realise that 

not all changes will be bad and some can lead to some promising opportunities for them 

which could lead to good things. What happens in the year of the Monkey may not always 

seem promising to the Rooster although they can still turn things around and use them to 

their advantage.  

The Rooster work life will see changes take place as the year progresses and can bring new 

staff and ways of working and the Rooster will need to adapt at an early stage to make sure 

they keep up with new developments. The Rooster will need to focus on the task at hand this 

year and make sure they do not lose focus of what they wish to achieve. If offered the chance 

to train for a new role, the Rooster should take this opportunity as this can bring amazing 

results next year. If the Rooster is feeling unsatisfied in their current role, they should keep 

an eye out for openings in different fields in their company.  

Roosters who are feeling unfulfilled in their current work place and also those looking for 

work in general can have opportunities to find employment this year and in order to make 

the most of their chances, they should look in to other fields where they can use their skills or 

positions that offer scope for advancing.  The Rooster may have to retrain for different roles 

although this can prove valuable in future years. The Rooster should make the most of their 

contacts this year and inform them of their job search as they could prove useful in finding 

openings. 

Finances are going to require care this year and the Rooster will have to practise good 

financial budgeting. With outgoings, unexpected expenses and general purchases taking 

place this year, the Rooster should aim to set some money aside at an early stage for this. 

When entering contract or signing paperwork, the Rooster will need to carefully read 

through terms and conditions and make sure that they fully understand what they are 

signing. Professional advice can help the Rooster with financial decisions this year. 

The Roosters home life is going to require some care this year; with such a busy year 

predicted for the Rooster, they will have to make sure that they dedicate time to their family 

as there is risk of them neglecting their home life without even realising in the year of the 

Monkey. The Rooster will need to find a good balance with all areas of their life this year. The 

Rooster will need to practise good communicational skills with other members of the home 

this year and make sure plans are mutually agreed. During the year of the Monkey, the 

Rooster should not neglect their activities and trip with family this year.  
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The Rooster may find that their outgoings could be used on broken equipment and 

unexpected house repairs this year which can cause stresses so it would be beneficial for the 

Rooster to check over the home and make sure everything is as it should be and take care to 

servicing overdue items. Unexpected repairs and purchases can lead to nice upgrades this 

year.  

The Rooster needs to dedicate some time for themselves this year in order to enjoy the things 

that bring them joy and also take time to relax. The Rooster should look in to getting some 

exercise this year and take on a healthier diet this year if they do not already do so as this will 

prove to be a great investment in their well-being.  

The Roosters social life will bring joy in to their life this year and can be a welcome break 

from the stresses of the year. There will be opportunities for the Rooster to meet new people 

and form good friendships as the year goes on. Single Roosters could find love this year 

through a contact of theirs.  

Overall, this year will require some care on the Roosters part and will come with its stresses 

although most of which will be in their control to change for the better. Have a fantastic year 

of the Monkey.  

You are in affinity with the Dragon. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Dragon or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a 
Dragon with you at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the west (262.5º – 277.5º) of the home or office. 
Please be sure to read the 2016 Annual Flying Star Advice to make the most out of this area 
this year. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rooster in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  
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This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Rooster in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 
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As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 
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If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Dog 

The year of the Fire Monkey begins on the 8th February 2016 and is looking to be a promising 

one for the Dog if they are motivated. The Dogs natural instinct will play a big part in their 

results this year and they will be able to put this to good use in the year of the Monkey. Any 

Dogs who have recently suffered sorrow or heartbreak should feel a breath of fresh air as the 

year begins changing their motivation and mood. 

The Dogs work life can see the Dog taking advantage of their skills and talents this year and 

can lead to recognition from their peers. Dogs who are well established in their current work 

place should find that the year of the Monkey offers opportunities for them to move positions 

in the work place and involve themselves in a different area this year or take on bigger 

responsibilities. The Dog who is established in a large company could be offered to transfer 

to another branch this year and if they decide to, they will have to discuss this with family as 

there will need to be a mutual agreement of problems could arise. 
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Any Dogs who feel that they would be better suited in another company and also those 

looking for work in general should find that once they set the wheel in motion and begin 

making enquiries, a good position could soon follow in the year of the Monkey. Employment 

agencies can be very beneficial to the Dog this year and they should sign up and stay up to 

date with progress. The Dog could find themselves entering employment in a new line of 

work this year which can go very well thanks to Monkey years favouring self-development. 

The Dogs finances will require some care this year as it is looking to be an expensive year for 

the Dog. There will be a lot of Dogs making upgrades and repairs to their home this year 

which could use a lot of their finances and any Dogs who decide to relocate this year or 

finalise the stages of moving home in the year of the Monkey will have to budget carefully. 

Travel is looking very promising for the Dog this year and they should aim to set some 

money aside for this. The Dog will still be able to enjoy their money this year and can make 

some good purchases when they shop around for a better price.  

The Dog will delight in the support that they receive from others this year and should be able 

to get help on different areas of their life from family, friends and co-workers. There will be 

some Dogs who have their name put forward for a new position in the work place this year 

and should welcome the recommendation. The Dog would be wise to dedicate time to 

network in their work life this year as this could lead to recommendations and recognition in 

their work. 

The Dog will need to give some consideration in to their personal well-being this year and 

should consider dedicating some time to an exercise programme and healthier eating. If the 

Dog finds themselves lacking motivation or energy this year, they will have to take time out 

to recharge their batteries as there is risk of overworking and suffering minor illnesses in the 

year of the Monkey.  

Personal interests are looking to be a vital part of the Dogs life this year and can bring a lot of 

joy and relaxation in to the Dogs life this year. The Dog should dedicate time to pursuing 

their personal interest and hobbies this year as they can develop their hobbies to new levels 

and go far when trying out something new in the year of the Monkey.  

Dogs tend to enjoy a close circle of friends and this year, they will be able to enjoy time with 

their select few although there is also the chance for the Dog to meet many new people and 

they should remain open to new friends as some could become significant as the year of the 

Monkey goes on. Any Dogs who have suffered recent upset could have their feelings 

brightened through new people this year, especially single Dogs. 

The Dogs home life can see a lot of activity this year and there will be many looking to make 

progress in their home with projects and upgrades which can go well if they talk things over 

with other household members. The Dogs opinion and help will be valued by others this year 

and they can enjoy a good rapport in the home. 

Overall, this is looking to be a productive and encouraging year for the Dog with some good 

memories to be made. Have a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Rabbit. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant 
of a Rabbit or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rabbit with 
you at all times. 
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Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (292.5º – 307.5º) of the home or 
office. You can read about the northwest in the 2016 Flying Star Analysis by clicking this 
link. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Dog in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 
(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 

slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  
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This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Dog in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
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Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 
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 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

2016 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Pig 

The year of the Monkey begins on the 8th February 2016 and is looking to be a mixed year 
for the Pig; their work life and personal hobbies and interests are looking promising 
although they will need to work hard in order to achieve the goals they wish. The Pig may 
encounter delays throughout the year of the Monkey and will need to be able to work around 
any interruptions in order to achieve their goals. The Pig is quick-witted and will be able to 
adapt to new situations although the year of the Monkey will still be a year of care. 

The Pigs work life can see a lot of activity take place during the year of the Monkey and there 
will be a lot of change in their work place throughout the year which can bring new ways of 
working and staff in to their work place. New changes and routines can bring opportunities 
for the Pig to progress in the work place this year and those who are looking to advance in 
their career should keep alert for internal openings in the work place as they could be given 
the opportunity to take on greater responsibilities and move to a new area of their work.  

Any Pigs who feel that the year of the Monkey is a time for a fresh start and are looking to 
change career and also those looking for work in general can greatly increase their chances of 
finding employment in a company and field that is of interest to them by seeking help from 
employment agencies and websites during the year of the Monkey.  The Pig should keep alert 
for new openings this year and show interest at an early stage as this can show initiative and 
help them gain employment with ease.  

The Pig runs the risk of being let down by others during the year of the Monkey and there 
may be times when the Pig forgets that others are not always as motivated as they are which 
can lead to them feeling let down by others. The Pig will still get a lot of support from others 
during the year of the Monkey although they will need to accept that not everyone is as hard 
working as they are. 

The Pig is going to have to apply strict care with their finances during the year of the Monkey 
as there is likely to be some unexpected outgoings this year and by preparing for them at an 
early stage, the Pig can avoid a lot of the stresses from sudden outgoings. The Pig will have a 
busy year and will want to make the most of their money by attending events, buying new 
equipment and making upgrades in their home and other areas of their life which will 
require careful planning and the Pig should shop around before making a commitment as 
they could save a good sum and avoid disappointment if they find something cheaper at a 
later date. This is no year to make purchases in haste.  

The Pig should dedicate time to their personal interests and hobbies during the year of the 
Monkey as this is an area of their life that can bring them great joy and relaxation in 2016. 
Any Pigs with interests in creative activities can really benefit from this year’s influence and 
can have the chance to develop their interests to much higher levels. The Pig can really make 
the most of their talents and skills this year when they dedicate time to them.  
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The Pigs social life will bring opportunities to enjoy time with friends this year and some of 
their personal hobbies and interests will also bring social opportunities where they can meet 
likeminded people. Single Pigs can have a lot of opportunities to find love this year which can 
become significant as the year goes on. When in love, the Pig should find that they look at the 
year of the Monkey In a completely different way. 

The year of the Monkey will be a very demanding time for the Pig and they will need to make 
sure that this does not have an effect on their home life; the Pig will need to dedicate time to 
spend with their family or they could find problems arising if they are too preoccupied in 
their own life. The Pig may find that repairs and replacements are required in their home 
more often than usual this year which can bring its stresses and they will need to remember 
not to take this out on other members of the household. The Pig will need to practise good 
communicational skills with other members of their family this year and dedicate time for 
activities with them and consider taking a trip if finances and time allow so as travel is 
favoured in Monkey years.  

Overall, this will be a demanding yea for the Pig although they should find that the stresses 
and struggles of the year are not as bad. Have a fantastic year of the Monkey. 

You are in affinity with the Tiger. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant 
of a Tiger or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Tiger with you 
at all times. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (322.5º – 337.5º) of the home or 
office.  You can read about the northwest in the 2016 Flying Star Analysis by clicking this 
link. 

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of 
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for 
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should 
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2016 a better year indeed. 

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Dog in 2016: 

The last Bing Shen Yang Fire Monkey years were in 1956, 1896 and 1836, each of the years 
were financially and politically disastrous. This year very special cures and enhancers are 
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2016 is called 
a Ch’u Men Chien Ts’ai Master cure and can only to be used in a Yang Fire Monkey year. The 
last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1956 which was 
also a Yang Fire Monkey year. This cure is much needed to enhance and protect wealth in 
2016 especially for the females of a home or business and can be used to turn bad into good.  

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2016 especially for the 
Matriarch (eldest female) or any female of a home or office and more so if you run a business 
from home although equally needed for males especially for wealth. This specialist enhancer 
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and cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and thousands of years 
ago and even now in southeast Asia you would need to engage a proficient Feng Shui Grand 
Master to call at your home or business,  they would come along with a specialist zhuanke 
(seal carver) who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions onto an eight sided 

(ba gua) earth plate ( Pai da di 牌 大地 ) normally made from the finest quartz clear crystal, 
slate, polished stone, quartz or glass. The seal carver (zhuanke) was traditionally hired by 
emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great wealth and power and this 
took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. 

To create this enhancer and cure you need a mirrored finish, 3000 years ago mirrors did not 
exist they created this same Master earth Cure by using a hard polished stone to create a 
reflection which would deflect tai Sui although because the stone was not that reflective it 
used to weaken wealth so whilst slightly protective it was not a strong enhancer. Thankfully 
with the creation of the mirror some 300 years ago helped Feng Shui Masters across the 
world turn this traditional cure into a much more powerful one where the earth element 
strengthens the #8 wealth earth star and deflects Tai Sui.This mirrored Chu Men is as good 
as you could ever get and extremely powerful and said to create wealth and also prevent its 
loss and avoid bad luck in 2016.  

The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystal 
obelisk which is used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of 
the lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths 
creating and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.  

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health, 
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2016 we 
included it standard in all our 2016 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you 
will find full details 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. 

To enhance romance for the Dog in 2016: 

Romance, academia and creative studies can be enhanced in the west (#4 star) and 
southwest (#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very 
auspicious, without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted 
romantic opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place. The 
southwest also has a powerful romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are not 
placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Tai Sui In the southwest palace in 2016 and 
this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to counterbalance the #8 Annual 
star meeting Tai Sui. To enhance romance and career in 2016 place a Xiang Xin Yuan wish 
and romance enhancer in the west of your home or business, you should also introduce some 
water colours like shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a 
doormat, rug, cushion cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do. 

Make sure you follow the 2016 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your 
office or bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the 
months of June, August and September 2016 you should make sure you at least place a set 
of six Chinese coins tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if you are 
not in good health or very stressed and especially for the youngest daughter or female of a 
home or business. 

Avoiding bad luck in 2016 

As we have the #2 black star enter the centre of the lo shu in 2016 special cures and 
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative 
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effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure 
in the centre and northeast of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars. 
For full details on 2016 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in 
2016 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in 
the centre, northeast, northwest and north. 

This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2016 will be a good year and to further 
enhance 2016 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will 
also advise if it is good for your animal sign. 

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2016 
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners 
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely 
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2016 a better year indeed. 

The Three Killings - is a direct translation from the Chinese ‘San Sha’. This annual 
affliction is mostly in the south (142.5 – 217.5). It is imperative that you do not undertake 
any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work in the south part of your house or office 
between February 4th 2016 and February 3rd 2017. You should also not disturb the ground 
by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any maintenance work with any noisy 
equipment in this area inside or outside your property or garden. If you have no option but 
to perform work in the south, I would advise that you place a 6 hollow rod metal Wind 
Chime in the south in 2016. Once disturbed, this affliction can bring about three types of 
misfortunes – financial loss, sickness and arguments so please apply care. This is the worst 
out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this very seriously as in 
our 35 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty events from this 
energy when disturbed. 

Apart from not disturbing its ground, there are two other rules that you should follow 
regarding the Three Killings in 2016. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, 
never sit with your back to this direction (south). Secondly, it is better to face (south) this 
direction, especially if this is one of your four favourable personal directions. 

If your front door faces the south in 2016, I would advise placing a pair of Fu Dogs just inside 
the house looking outwards as protective guardians for the year. You can also place a Ba Gua 
mirror outside in the south for the year. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the south during the year of the Yang 
Fire Monkey, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the buildings and 
where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a professional Feng Shui 
Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can use our Tong Shu 
software. 

Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - resides between 232.5º - 247.5º 
southwest. 

Do not take this affliction lightly in 2016. Do not disturb the ground in the southwest at all 
costs. 

If you have a southwest facing property with your front doors to the southwest, you must be 
careful not to allow the doors to slam when entering or leaving and do not renovate or dig in 
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this area for 2016. If you have an office or shop door in the southwest this year, I would 
recommend installing a soft close attachment if possible. 

If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest, place a six hollow metal 
rod wind chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally 
you should contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start 
the work or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 

Sui Po  - resides between 52.5º - 67.5º northeast. 

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2016 is northeast. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no 
ground-breaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
usually will cause immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please 
be very careful.  

The annual five yellow has flown to the northeast in 2016 and this is not good as we have 
Sui Po located here this year also and the reason why so many specialist cures are needed in 
2016. With both the 5 yellow and Sui Po located in the northeast in 2016, it is highly 
recommended not to disturb the northeast of your home or business with noisy activities, 
renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five Yellow can bring disaster, 
sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful in the northeast in 2016 
as it is very afflicted. You must place a row of six Chinese i-ching coins tied with red ribbon, a 
six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the northeast to avoid the problems 
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star. 

 Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, 
southwest or northeast in 2016, just start preparing to place your 2016 cures and 
enhancers kit as of the 4th February 2016 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse 
any old cures that you will be reusing  and of course make sure you sign up for our free 
newsletter so you are kept up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more 
control of your destiny. To give you even better control use our advanced Feng Shui 2016 
software as this gives advanced analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any 
part of the world. 

Visit the pages below for further details on 2016 Chinese New Year etc. 

Chinese New Year 2016 ** Checklist for Chinese New Year 2016 ** How to 
make your own Ang Pow **Chinese Talismans for 2016 ** Chinese animal 

predictions for 2016 ** Flying star Xuan Kong 2016 ** Avoid the fury of 
the Grand Duke, three killing 2016 ** Chinese New Year world time 

converter 2016 ** 2016 Cures and enhancers kits ** How to take a 
compass reading ** How to determine your facing direction ** Feng Shui 

software ** Feng Shui resource ** 2016 Tong Shu Almanac 
Software ** Feng Shui Blog ** Chinese culture ** 

 

Are you really prepared for 2016? 
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